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Always Another Side is the story of two men, both burned previously by love, and at a point in
their lives where it seems daunting to start over. Jack is 40 and is recently out of a 16 year
relationship with a scumbag, though he thought he'd be with the scumbag forever/5.
Now, before you think everything I said in the previous paragraph means ‘Always Another
Side’ is a boring book, allow me to reassure you. This book was touching, the story gripping
and both Jack and Tyler charmed their way into my reader’s heart. “Certainly, before the
phrase was coined, Jean Rhys was a post-colonial writer whose work reminds us that ‘there is
always another side, always.'” – Laura Fish, The Independent, July 24,
Always Another Side is extremely well written. This is a beautifully done true-life
relationship-based story. Jack and Tyler are two mature men who have experienced heartbreak
– Jack has recently broken up with his partner of many years after his significant other cheated
on him and Tyler has never successfully been involved in a long-term Reviews: Chapter Text
“I will always protect you. I promise.” She’s whispering because she doesn’t trust her voice
above a whisper, and she’s whispering because she’s seen this look on her sister’s face. Copy
and paste the following code to link back to this work (CTRL A/CMD A will select all), or use
the Tweet or Tumblr links to share the work on your Twitter or Tumblr account.
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